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Description:
"J st A" Reproduction Sampler
REPRODUCTION SAMPLER PATTERN, READY TO DOWNLOAD, BY Couleur Tourterelle

Unlike samplers used for practice and learning, which usually feature an alphabet, this sampler is solely
ornemental, very colorful and features a  parakeet, butterflies, a star and plenty of flowers. The stitcher probably
designed the layout and completed the work for her own enjoyment. While it is not dated, the style and materials
used point to the late nineteenth century.

 

Her initials are proudly displayed on each side of the central motif. The one on the right is preceded with two small
letters "st", meaning the stitcher's French surname started with "Saint", Saint Amand, or Saint Aubin maybe?

 

The original sampler is worked in woollen yarn on canvas. It measures 14 ½ x 13 ¾ inch (36 x 35 cm). Globally
colors have rather well withstood the test of time, with the exception of the bright pink used for the border of roses,
having lost its color. The reproduction sampler matches the colors used originally and still visible on the wrong
side, so as to retain all the glory of its youth.  

 

The sampler is worked in cross stitch, over two fabric threads, except for the letters « st » and the red eye of the
parakeet which are stitched over one fabric thread. The reproduction sampler is worked in Soie d'Alger silk (AVAS)
and DMC substitutes are also provided.

 

The original work is part of the personal collection of Meriem Chauvet of Couleur Tourterelle. The reproduction
cross stitch chart strictly reproduces every stitch of the original sampler (see last photo)."

 

A cross stitch pattern by Couleur Tourterelle.

>> see more Reproduction Sampler patterns by Couleur Tourterelle
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
J st A Reproduction Sampler

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/couleur-tourterelle-reproduction-sampler-xml-207_409_607-3906.html


Chart size in stitches: 141 x 153 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 40ct Newcastle linen by Zweigart, col. 309

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, 1 over 2 fabric threads, same stitches 1 over 1

Chart: Color and B&W, includes one-page chart for Digital stitching

Threads: Soie d'Alger silk from Au Ver à soie (AVAS) or DMC

Number of colors: 12

Themes: France, 19th century

 

>> see all Reproduction sampler patterns (all designers)

>> see all patterns with parakeets and more tropical Birds (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=3906&w=141&h=153
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/exotic-tropical-bird-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-207_409_607.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/couleur-tourterelle-reproduction-sampler-xml-207_409_607-3906.html

